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and online at boardgamers.org. In fact, on our website, you’ll find more pre- and post-event information 
than any place on the net—over 1,000 pages of it. It’s not very lucrative or cost effective, but we think it 
demonstrates our commitment to this hobby. 

To help support BPA, take a moment to subscribe to our FREE e-mail newsletter via the website 
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Union Pacific, while taking home a Trial plaque 
for Battleline. It was the fourth time he has won 
Battleline. Bruce continued his streak of winning 
wood every year, but he narrowly missed the 
never-achieved WBC Grand Slam of winning 
four Century events when he finished second in 
San Juan. Continuing the baseball analogy, this 
year looked like a Fenway slugfest with 11 dou-
bles and four triples by the usual heavy hitters. 

Richard Beyma (A&A, 
GBG, WAT), Alex Bove 
(AMR, GOA, RA), Ar-
thur Field (DOM, MFD, 
STP), and Stefan MeCay 
(960, POG, TWS) scored 
large as the Caesar and 
Consul races heated 
up, culminating in our 
first repeat Caesar and 
a consular toga we’re all 
dying to see. 

The Team Tournament retrenched from 
its record year in 2009 with “only” 96 teams 
answering the bugle call in 2010, down seven 
from the 2009 field. The fifth-ranked “I Beat Bill 
Crenshaw” squad squeaked out a 1-point vic-
tory (no thanks to its namesake—apparently 
everyone beat Bill Crenshaw) over The Defec-
tors and perennial favorites Nest of Spies. That 
suited Ben Knight just fine though, as he won 
our second Bracket Busting contest to become 
2010’s top prognosticator.

Looking forward to year 21 of the great 
experiment, WBC will continue to strive to 
offer something for everyone in the board-
game universe. The makeover of the Lancaster 
Showroom into a week-long Open Gaming fest 
second to none has given the less competitive 
among us a destination much to their liking. 
Meanwhile, attendance has continued to mi-
grate forward in the week with no less than 
eight Pre-Cons tempting hundreds of Tri-
bunes to leave an increasingly dreary world 
behind for nine continuous days of vicarious 
adventure. Increasing tournament offerings 
on Monday have transformed WBC week into 
a full seven days of gaming and a wonderful 
escapist vacation. And while those who can’t 
get enough competition may still decry the 
pause on Tuesday for the BPA Annual Meeting 
and Auction, the Sampler Showcase and Open 
Gaming will continue during the refreshing 
pause between higher stakes with an introduc-
tion to the many new games constantly vying 
for our attention. 

Don Greenwood, Convention Director
Kaarin Engelmann, Asst. Convention Director

Attendance grew again in our 20th year 
despite record unemployment and an in-

creasingly gloomy outlook on the economic 
front. The record crowd was reflected in tour-
nament participation as well with 16 events 
drawing triple-digit participation. Although the 
century busters actually declined by one from 
2009, there were no less than six events hover-
ing near that mark with attendance in the 90’s. 
The average attendance 
for the 152 events again 
rose 2.3 to 51.7, buoyed 
by 216 players for Liar’s 
Dice and 206 for Ticket 
to Ride. Despite all that 
wood gathering, Open 
Gaming did a banner 
business—filling the 
13,000 square-foot din-
ner theatre to overflow-
ing—and keeping the 
ever-enlarging BPA game library humming 
with happy borrowers. A constantly updated 
schedule with a minute-by-minute countdown 
to the start of the next event was projected on 
the stage to remind everyone of upcoming 
event opportunities elsewhere in the hotel. The 
theatre has become the new focal point of the 
convention, aided by a $13,000 BPA investment 
in new tables and storage facilities to house the 
growing Game Library. So successful has this 
transformation been that the theatre will be 
pressed into service two days earlier in 2011 for 
a full week of Open Gaming access, as the Auc-
tion and Auction Store, still going strong, move 
to Lampeter Hall. Easier access should make 
this a win/win proposition for both endeavors.

Bruce Beard retained his title as the longest 
continuous reigning master at WBC by holding 
serve to win his sixth straight 18XX title, one of 
just 24 prior champs to successfully defend their 
titles, but 2010 will likely be remembered as the 
“Year of the Family”. In all, five different nucle-
ar families combined to win 20 championship 
plaques (not just Junior wood). Congratulations 
to the Beyma, Emery, Field, Henning and Reiff 
clans. Members of the fair sex continued to el-
bow their way past the gents to reach the win-
ner’s circle with eight ladies claiming titles in 
2010. In all, players from 43 states and three Ca-
nadian provinces plus 12 nations won laurels in 
WBC tournaments as we continued to chase the 
expectations emanating from our lofty name.

At the other end of the title spectrum, 31 play-
ers won their first WBC championship and 85 
earned their first laurels. 16 won multiple titles, 
led by Bruce Reiff who “homered” with three 
shields in Football Strategy, March Madness and 
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Top Laurelists
Bruce Beard, MD 320
Jim McDanold, TN 120
Jon Kwiatkowski, NC 104
Paul Hakken, NJ 103
Barrington Beavis, uk 90
Mark Neale, RI 72
Jeremy Vipperman, TN 54
Pierre LeBoeuf, MD 54
Richard Fox, IL 50
David Fritsch, VA 40

Top Laurelists
Steve Packwood, MN 166
Robert Frisby, VA 74
Rod Coffey, MD 57
Matt Burkins, MD 34
Jan Orband, bg 30
Rob Beyma, MD 29
David Dockter, MN 27
Doug Pratto, MA 18
Bob Jamelli, PA 16
Greg Tanner, AZ 13

18XX (8XX)

The move to Pre-Con saw a 25% gain 
in entries including 13 playing in their 

first 18xx tournament, with three win-
ning games. However, sweeping the field with six 
straight wins, Bruce Beard prevailed again for his 
sixth consecutive 18xx title and kept his claim to the 
longest current WBC winning streak.

There were again four preliminary rounds, with 
18EU and 1846 added to the more common 1830, 
1856, 1861, and 1870. 1830 remained the most popu-
lar choice, by 9-4 over 1861 and 1846. The 24 prelimi-
nary games produced one quadruple, five double 
and ten single winners. Two of those 16 declined to 
advance, allowing alternates to play in the semi-final. 

The Final matched Bruce, Andy Roosen, Dan-
iel Barnes, and Jeremy Vipperman. The latter 
three posted records of 2-2, 2-0, and 1-3 in the pre-
lims. In the private auction, Bruce took the CSL for 
$45 and the M&H for $135, Andy got the SVN for 
$20 and the D&H for $75, Daniel got the C&A for 
$208, and Jeremy took the B&O private for $220, 
then set the B&O share price at $90. Daniel’s initial 
B&O investment backfired when Jeremy bought 
four 2 trains, then dumped it. Jeremy swapped his 
initial B&O holding for shares of NYC. Daniel had 
three 4 trains and a 5 train between his two com-
panies, but he ultimately went bankrupt on the 
diesels. Andy finished with all three 5 trains (af-
ter stealing the Erie) and Bruce 
had both 6 trains. In the end, it 
was close, but Jeremy came up 
$160 short of Bruce’s $1560.

1776 (776)

A 40% decrease in matches 
dropped Cox’s Curse from 

the Century ranks again. The event 
again consisted of the first nine turns of the Cam-
paign Game, with players bidding to be the British. 
Three contracted for 16 Strategic Towns with one 
actually making that bid. All other games saw the 
British trying for 15, half of them successfully.

The black-belted Steve Packwood, with a WBC 
record 12 titles to his credit, met Robert Frisby in the 
Final. Robert was on strange turf, having changed 
gears from PGG which he had won five times 
but which failed to make the cut in 2010. He took 
the Americans vs. a bid of 15. His fleet in Febru-
ary blocked a British transport fleet in Norfolk. In 
March, Steve landed reinforcements at Head of Elk 
with a second transport while two British Battle 
Fleets hit the American fleet. The Yanks escaped 
and proceeded to blockade Head of Elk. In April, 
the British finally destroyed the pesky American 
fleet, but three of the four British fleets were at Head 
of Elk, far from where they wanted to be. 

On the last turn, after British and American 
Forced Marches, Steve occupied 18 Strategic 
Towns, with Robert attacking six of them. He 
needed to win four of the six battles; one at 2 
to 1(–1), one at 1 to 2, and the rest at 3 to 2(–1). 
Robert won his four battles and with them his 

first 1776 wood—marking the 
first time in 20 years that Pack-
wood had been denied the title 
in back-to-back years.

2010 Results
Bruce Beard, MD
J. Vipperman, TN
Andrew Roosen, MD
Daniel Barnes, CA
O Mark Geary, OH
O Charles Krueger, MA

 Pierre LeBoeuf, MD

40   1991-2010

2010 Results
Robert Frisby, VA
Steve Packwood, MN
Pat Mirk, FL
O Richard Beyma, VA
O Gilbert Collins, on
O NA

 Steve Packwood, MN

11   1993-2010

Bruce Beard, MDRobert Frisby, VA
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Joshua Cooper, MD

2010 Results
Joshua Cooper, MD
Fadi Deeb, NC
Malinda Kyrkos, NY
O Dylan Routh, NC
O Ticy Shaffer, FL
O Yoshiya Narita, jp

 Cliff Ackman, PA

72   1991-2010

Top Laurelists
Justin Childs, FL 88
Steve Shambeda, PA 51
David Gantt, SC 44
Matt Calkins, VA 42
Phil Bradley, IL 38
Jason Ley, WA 36
Gary Moss, MD 36
Joshua Cooper, MD 30
Dan Eshleman, NC 30
Matt Amitrano, VA 30

Acquire (ACQ)

Acquire has proven subject to wild attendance 
fluctuations over the years due primarily to 

format changes, and 2010 proved to be an up year. 
Three heats of 4-player games were employed, with 
the occasional 3-player game as necessary to allow 
full participation. Atypically, the heats proved to 
be remarkably similar with nine 4-player games 
played in each instead of the usual rule of dimin-
ishing returns for multi-heat events. Only nine of 
the 72 players were present for every heat.

Six past champions were present including Gary 
Moss, making his first appearance since 1999, but this 
year’s competitors were up to the task and overcame 
them all, ensuring a brand new champion in 2010. The 
Final consisted of Joshua Cooper, Fadi Deeb, Malinda 
Kyrkos and Dylan Routh. Three were first-time laurel-
ists, Malinda having finished third in 2007. Play was in-
tense as players contemplated each tile placement with 
some urgency. Only eight mergers occurred, making a 
low score likely but several early mergers had payouts 
worth as much as $8,000. In the fourth such joining, 
Joshua boldly traded for a controlling interest in Conti-
nental. This proved to be the key to his eventual victory 
since Continental was the game-ending 41-piece chain.

Of the 28 regular games played, the average win-
ning cash position was $48,600, down $2,000 from 2009. 
18 of the 28 winners were involved in the first merger 
of their game, so while an early payout 
gives an edge, judicious stock purchases 
and tile placement is still key to win-
ning. Joshua became the 18th WBC Ac-
quire champion in our 20 tournaments.

2010 Results
Stefan Mecay, TX
Chris Withers, TX
Dave Long, NC
O Robbie Mitchell, VA
O Matt Morgal, MD
O Robert Hassard, NJ

 Michael Gentile, PA

15   2008-2010

Top Laurelists
Chris Byrd, CT 70
Stefan Mecay, TX 60
Chris Withers, CA 60
Terry Coleman, CA 30
Steve Brooks, FL 24
Marvin Birnbaum, NY 20
Justin Nordstrom, PA 20
J. Francois Gagne, qc 16
Jim Doughan, PA 12
Keith Schoose, CA 12

1960 (960)

The bloom appeared to be off this lily in 
its third year. A small mix of new faces 

and seasoned veterans contested what 
may be its last Century election. Despite 2009’s bal-
anced slate, this campaign would see only Nixon 
victories in the first round. Moreover, most scores 
were lopsided, with only two games yielding a 
margin under 100 points.

With two winners dropping out of the race and 
only five advancing to Round 2, the GM stepped 
in as spoiler and, true to his role, eliminated Matt 
Morgal. With his victory, Gentile transformed 
Round 2 into the semis, and the 2009 finalists 
quickly dispatched their opposition to create a re-
match of their prior Final. It was also the first of 
three Finals on the week between Chris Withers 
and Stefan Mecay. Each knew his opponent well 
from prior high stakes games. Yet they have a great 
rapport, respect for each other and a sense of integ-
rity and fair play that is a far cry from the theories 
of those who say WBC is ‘too competitive’.

Just before the debates, Nixon held PA, NY 
and most of the West, while Kennedy held the 
South with a slight edge on the issues. The Mid-
west hung in the balance. After the debates, both 
players ignored the issues and campaigned furi-
ously through the East and Midwest. In the end, 
Nixon held only PA and NY among the big states, 

resulting in Kennedy’s victory—one 
of only two JFK wins, both in the ca-
pable hands of campaign manager 
Stefan in the semi and Final.

Stefan Mecay, TX
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2010 Results
Gregory Kulp, NJ
Christina Harley, WA
Shantanu Saha, NY
Mark Neale, RI
Kevin Youells, PA
O Malinda Kyrkos, NY

 Shantanu Saha, NY

32   1991-2010

Top Laurelists
Doug Galullo, FL 266
Kevin Youells, FL 232
Joe Gundersen, IN 186
Shantanu Saha, NY 129
Eric Gundersen, NJ 125
Christina Harley, WA 94
Harald Henning, CT 50
Ted Mullally, NJ 50
Gregory Kulp, NJ 40
John Morris, MD 40

Gregory Kulp, NJ

Advanced Civilization (ACV)

Attendance held steady at 32 players for this gruel-
ing contest. Special thanks to Susan Cornett who 

substituted for an ill player in one of WBC’s longest 
events. We experimented with a ‘fast game’ heat on 
Tuesday night which drew 13 players. The variant in-
cludes a set number of turns, a quick start setup with 
staked out positions, and a variable point credit that is 
worth more the longer you wait to use it. Reaction was 
generally positive, and it will return in 2011. Overall, 
eight games were played in three preliminary heats, 
and conveniently advanced eight players.

In a game that features calamities, Doug Gal-
ullo’s Assyria was 2010’s recipient of outrageous 
fortune, plagued by an assortment of disasters, Civil 
War, multiple Earthquakes, Famine, and Epidemic. 

Shantanu Saha, playing Iberia, seemed poised to 
win until the last two turns brought assaults from As-
syria and Thrace, twice eliminating two of his cities. 
Greg Kulp, playing Thrace, won his first ACV title, 
defeating 2008 champ Christina Harley’s Babylon by 
a single point! Christina is a master trader which she 
demonstrated on the last turn as she collected full sets 
of Bronze and Wine, allowing her to purchase almost 
600 points of Advances, and catapulting her from the 
middle of the pack to the very top. It was not until 
Greg finalized his purchases and added his treasury 
that we had a winner. Previous Finals had been con-
sidered close, with Joe Gunderson win-
ning by a mere 22 points one year, but 
this was several magnitudes closer and 
brought up the previously uncontem-
plated scenario of a tie. 

John Pack, CO

Top Laurelists
Tom DeMarco, NJ 129
John Pack, CO 115
Ray Pfeifer, MD 104
Thomas Browne, PA 72
Marc Houde, VA 63
Mark Geary, OH 57
Nick Henning, CT 36
Alex Bove, PA 33
Abby Cocke, MD 33
Philip Yaure, PA 30

2010 Results
John Pack, CO
Tom DeMarco, NJ
Josh Githens, SC
O Haim Hochboim, is
O Jessica Foster, NY
O Rob Brode, MD

 Tom DeMarco, NJ

58   1991-2010

Adel Verpflichtet (ADV)

Ten former champions were among the field 
for the 20th ADV tournament. Steve Dickson 

was the early leader, finishing +10 spaces past the 
finish in Round 1. Ten players then sought glory 
elsewhere. Tim Packwood, Ken Gutermuth, and 
Jim Vroom all earned a second win, and the co-
lead in points after Round 2. Six more players 
dropped, leaving eight tables of five for Round 
3 where Tim took his third win, finishing an im-
pressive +21 total spaces past the finish. That left 
20 for the semi-final. 

Jessica Foster had the best game at +9 spaces 
past the finish in Round 4 and eight spaces ahead 
of Rob Brode (second at +1). Haim Hochboim (who 
learned the game at the demo) beat Josh Githens 
(second at +3). Tim Packwood picked a bad time 
to lose his first game, falling to John Pack and out 
of contention. Tom DeMarco won to play another 
round. Josh (who missed Round 1 altogether) sur-
vived as the best second while Rob settled for 6th 
place with the second-best runner-up score.

John led the Final early but was brought back 
to the pack. Tom sat on the penultimate space in 
the last 5/3 castle and triggered the end game by 
being the sole exhibitor. He advanced five spaces 
to +4 past the finish, but he paid for it with two 

stolen cards and no set at the end. 
It came down to set bonuses at the 
final exhibit. John had the best with 
10 cards, thrusting him to +6 spaces 
past the finish and into his third 
ADV crown. 
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2010 Results
Marc Imbeault, qc
Mario Veillette, qc
Martin Sasseville, qc
O Eric Melancon, qc
O Nathalie Malenfant, qc
O Cody Sandifer, MD

 Peter Staab, PA

34   2004-2010

Top Laurelists
Martin Sasseville, qc 120
Pierre Paquet, qc 114
Mario Veillette, qc 60
Marc-Andre Imbeault, qc 48
Richard Irving, CA 39
Nathalie Malenfont, qc 24
Michael Holmquist, WI 24
Peter Staab, PA 18
Craig Moffitt, NJ 12
Keith Altizer, FL 12

Marc-Andre Imbeault, qc

Age of Steam (AOS)

After five years of seeing the title alternate be-
tween Pierre Paquet and Martin Sasseville, we 

finally had a different victor in 2010, although the 
wood continued its annual return trek north of the 
border for the sixth straight year. Despite the Cana-
dian dominance, competition continues to tighten 
with only three of the 14 games seeing a margin of 
victory in double digits. 

We had 11 different qualifiers for the semi-finals 
but two-time champion Pierre Paquet declined ad-
vancement to enable us to have two 5-player games, 
thus ending his five-year streak of Final appearances. 
The first game resulted in a Sasseville win as the three-
time champ advanced to his sixth consecutive Final. 
Eric Melancon, true to his Quebec heritage, finished 
second, two points behind Martin to qualify in his first 
WBC. The second match had Marc-André Imbeault 
and Mario Veillette end in a tie for first place, advanc-
ing both of them. Cody Sandifer finished 25 points 
behind them for sixth place laurels—the only non-resi-
dent of Quebec to even get a sniff of glory in this event.

The Final was an all-Quebec affair for the sec-
ond time in the past three years. When the steam 
had cleared and the scores were tallied, Mario 
and Marc-André had again played to a tie, just as 
in their semi-final, this time at 99 points. They re-
mained knotted after the first tiebreaker with $38 
income each. The second tiebreaker 
(number of track segments built) 
awarded Marc-André the title on 
the strength of 24 track segments to 
just 21 for Mario. 

2010 Results
Bert Schoose, IL
Bill Morse, VA
Vincent Meconi, DE
O Jon Lockwood, VA
O Bill Scott, VA
O Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

 Jon Lockwood, VA

19   1991-2010

Top Laurelists
Vince Meconi, DE 179
Jon Lockwood, VA 158
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 144
Bert Schoose, IL 135
John Popiden, CA 108
Ed Menzel, CA 88
Randy Heller, MD 78
Lane Newbury, TX 48
Greg Smith, PA 44
Bill Morse, VA 30

Bert Schoose, IL

Afrika Korps (AFK)

Attendance hit a record low for 
the grognard format, drop-

ping the event from the Century for 
the first time in 14 years with only 27 games played. 
Three former champs with a total of six titles made 
the play-offs. Interloper Bill Morse persevered all 
the way to the Final with an Axis win over Jon Lock-
wood. Bert Schoose’s Allies denied defending champ 
Vince Meconi his fourth crown in the other semi. 

Both victors wanted to play the Axis side in the 
Final to the point where Bill ultimately bid away a 
supply to get his wish. This became crucial imme-
diately when the Axis lost their first two supply 
convoy rolls. The third roll was successful, but the 
dastardly Bert used the bid to sink it also. 

By now, Bill had extended his army to the es-
carpment south of Tobruch in an attempt to force 
the Allies to retreat from the outer perimeter. Not-
ing the desperate Axis supply situation, Bert de-
cided to isolate the Axis 7-7-10 and Recce units. On 
the second turn of isolation, Bill freed the isolated 
units with the 15th Panzer reinforcements, overrun-
ning a 1-1-6 and then killing a 2-2-6 at 2-1 odds with 
a D-Elim. Amazingly, with the June reinforcements 
joining the battle, Bert re-isolated the 7-7-10 along 
with several other Axis units. The next attempt by 
the Axis to free their isolated troops could only be 

at maximum odds of 1-1. This relief at-
tempt failed with an A-Elim—dooming 
the trapped units to isolation. Quickly, 
Bill had earned bookend wood to 
match his recent PBeM title.
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2010 Results
Cary Morris, NC
Geoffrey Pounder, on
Tedd Mullally, NJ
Mike Kaltman, PA
Dave Gerson, CA
O Rob Kircher, RI

 Malinda Kyrkos, NY

97   2008-2010

Top Laurelists
Tedd Mullally, NJ 70
Rob Kircher, RI 53
Cary Morris, NC 50
Bill Crenshaw, VA 39
Mike Kaltman, PA 38
Geoffrey Pounder, on 30
Mike Turian, WA 30
Richard J. Shay, MA 30
Sceadeau D’Tela, NC 30
Randy Buehler, WA 18

Cary Morris, NC

Agricola (AGR)

19 games used the E-deck in Heat 1. Sceadeau 
D’Tela recorded the highest score and larg-

est margin of victory in a 20-point win with 58. 
The closest game was a tie between Kerrin Addis 
and Aurora Pack with 34, which was also the low-
est winning score. Heat 2’s I-deck drew 11 games. 
High score was Cary Morris’s 56, and the lowest, 
again 34, Mark Geary’s. David Gerson’s 23-point 
rout with 41 was the largest margin of victory of the 
entire tournament. Heat 3’s K-deck had 10 games. 
Defending champ Tedd Mullaly’s 53 claimed high 
score, while the lowest winning tally was Gerson’s 
41. Rob Kircher had the highest losing score of the 
tournament in a 49-48 loss to Randy Bueller, while 
D’Tela again claimed the easiest win with a 13-point 
spread. The preliminaries yielded one three-time 
winner (Mullally) and ten double winners. 

All 16 qualifiers advanced to the semis. Cary Mor-
ris defeated Colin Davis, Dan Eppolito, and D’Tela, 
while Mike Kaltman returned to the Final over Winton 
Lemoine, Aran Warszawski, and Hans Kirketerp. The 
highest score of the event was Mullaly’s 60, over Nick 
Page, Bueller, and Matt Peterson. Tedd’s win was all 
the more impressive in that three of the cards thought 
to be among the most powerful (Lover, Reed Hut and 
Wet Nurse) were each held by an opponent. Fifth and 
sixth place laurels were earned at the last semi table 
where Geoffrey Pounder’s 43 edged Gerson’s 42, Rob 

Kircher’s 41 and Loc Nguyen. 
Cary won the Final with a 54-

47-45-30 decision over Geoffrey, 
Tedd and Mike. 

2010 Results
Ken Rothstein, NY
Scott Fenn, MD
Brandon Bernard, PA
O Bob Jamelli, PA
O Matt Fagan, NJ
O Bill Crenshaw, VA

 Henry Richardson, VA

57   1996-2010

Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 131
Ken Rothstein, NY 112
Chris Storzillo, NJ 108
Brandon Bernard, PA 76
Robert Sohn, PA 74
Michael Musko, IN 50
Jack Jaeger, VA 50
Jimmy Fleckenstein, VA 46
Erica Kirchner, KY 40
Jonathan Fox, FL 40

Ken Rothstein, NY

Air Baron (ABN)

With a banker’s roll of “4,” our intrepid finalists 
began their empires in Nashville, San Diego, 

Memphis, Orlando, and Pittsburgh. Only San Di-
ego and Pittsburgh would remain with their origi-
nal owners throughout.

Matt controlled Miami and Atlanta while domi-
nating New York. His tenacious defense of the latter 
finally gave way, and he paid for it with fifth place lau-
rels and a $137 finish—a victim of the final fare war. 
Bob secured the left coast early and held off all chal-
lengers, but he was unable to push eastward. He fin-
ished fourth with $193. Brandon, the 2006 champ, took 
the only loan of the game, but the maximum available 
was just $10. He parlayed that into a $160 market share 
before the only Fuel Hike draw took half his empire. 
He recovered to control DFW and Houston, with three 
un-deployed Jumbos waiting for the next opportunity 
which never came. He finished third with $215.

Scott took an early cash lead that he never re-
linquished. He eventually controlled Chicago with 
Jumbos on all spokes except Indianapolis. He fin-
ished second with $140 market share and $121 in 
cash—just a Tokyo draw short of victory. Ken never 
lost control of Detroit and Washington once he got 
them. He held the $3 contract for the last 16 rounds, 
while benefitting from Jumbos on Pittsburgh and 
Boston. Lady Luck kept denying him, as he strug-
gled round after round to take the 
spokes of New York. When Matt’s 
dice finally relented, Ken declared 
victory with $322 for his second 
title—a mere 11 years after the first.
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Top Laurelists
Greg Thatcher, FL 112
Arthur Field, SC 91
Alex Bove, PA 70
Eric Freeman, PA 70
Haim Hochboim, is 64
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 55
Nick Anner, NY 51
Curt Collins II, PA 43
Evan Tannheimer, MA 42
Aram Warszawski, is 36

2010 Results
Alex Bove, PA
Bill Zum, CA
Greg Thatcher, CA 
O B. Berkenstock, NJ
O Eric Freeman, PA
O Andrew Gerb, MD

 Marilyn Flowers, MD

48   2003-2010

Alex Bove, PA

Amun Re (AMR)

Attendance defied the overall trend 
in an up year and dropped to an all-

time low. The Final was thus a 4-player 
game and that put an end to the title defense of 
defending champ Eric Freeman who just missed 
the cut and had to settle for fifth place laurels. Alex 
Bove and 2008 champ Greg Thatcher returned as 
veterans of the rarified air of the AMR Final, while 
Bill Zurn and Bryan Berkenstock made their first 
appearance at the last pyramid.  

House rules in effect were that Amarna, Aby-
dos and Kharga were removed from play, and the 
Power Card Bonus card’s requirements were low-
ered from seven to six power card wedges. Bill 
was randomly tabbed to go first as Pharaoh. The 
initial provinces were awarded to Bill (Thebes for 
6 gold), Greg (Barharya for 3), Bryan (Buto for 1) 
and Alex (Avaris for 0). The sacrifice level reached 
1 and Greg became the new pharaoh.  

 In the climactic Round 6, Greg bid 15 for Ba-
harya’s two pyramids. Bryan bid 10 for Sawu’s 
lone pyramid, but Alex outbid him, paying 15. 
The sacrifice remained at level 2, with Bryan earn-
ing Pharaoh. During the scoring, Most Pyramids 
went to Alex and Bill, Most Gold to Alex first, then 
Bryan, then Greg. Bill played Upper/Lower Bonus 
card and Greg played a Farmer Bo-
nus card. Alex won with 34 points, 
to Bill’s 31, Greg’s 30 and Bryan’s 26. 
It was Alex’s first AMR title but just 
the first of three triumphs in 2010 by 
the recent Caesar.

Alhambra (ALH)

After flirting with triple digits for six years, Al-
hambra finally broke through that glass ceil-

ing and shattered its attendance mark set just last 
year with 36 5-player tables in just two heats. This 
record increase took its toll, as there were more 
winners than slots available for the semi-finals. Six 
second-heat winners and all the alternates were 
thus denied a further shot at glory. Sam Atabaki 
and Chuck Krueger had the distinction of being the 
only players to win both heats.

Luke Koleszar took a one-point win over Matt 
Calkins and Joel Feldman in the closest semi, giving 
Matt sixth place laurels as his tournament ended. 
Sam Atabaki made it three wins in a row and dou-
bled Luke’s margin of victory by edging Debbie 
Gutermuth by two points for his seat at the Final. 
WBC newcomer Michael Wei scored the easiest ad-
vancement with an 18-point win over Nick Page. 
Tom Stokes needed a come-from-behind victory to 
overtake Pete Gathmann in the third scoring round 
for his advancement. The last golden ticket belonged 
to Mr. Nimble Fingers himself, as Dave Meyaard 
proved that he can play more than just Elchfest by 
topping Lori Miskolf.

The Final proved that holding the lead in a color 
is not the only way to win. Sam led in 
the red and purple buildings. Luke led 
only in white, but held the second posi-
tion in red, brown, green and purple. 
Multiple seconds can do just fine, as 
Luke’s 104 points proved by topping 
Sam comfortably by eight points. 

Luke Koleszar, VA

Top Laurelists
Luke Koleszar, VA 58
Nate Hoam, OH 54
Kevin Wojtaszczyk, NY 30
L. Dan Hoffman, MD 30
Vassili Kyrkos, NY 30
Michael Mullins, MA 30
Bruce Reiff, OH 30
Sam Atabaki, CA 24
Matt Calkins, VA 22
Holliday Jones, MD 20

2010 Results
Luke Koleszar, VA
Sam Atabaki, CA
Michael Wei, FL
O Tom Stokes, NJ
O David Meyaard, NY
O Matt Calkins, VA

 Debbie Gutermuth, NC

122   2004-2010
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Anzio (ANZ)

During the Swiss portion, 25 games 
were played to qualify Mark McCand-

less: 76 points, defending champ Tom Ole-
son: 60, Mike Scott: 47 and Robert Frisby: 39. 

Tom won his semi quickly as Mike invaded at 
Naples in a high-risk, high-reward gamble, with 
a 50% chance of winning on the first turn and the 
same likelihood of losing just as quickly. Tom coun-
terattacked at 1-1 and 2-1, one of which succeeded 
in advancing to destroy the port, drawing a quick 
Allied concession. Meanwhile, Mark’s Allies in-
vaded at Salerno in the other game and advanced 
steadily north. By the last turn they had captured 
Salerno, Foggia and Naples, and advanced within 
two hexes of Termoli. The Allies then launched their 
second invasion at Terracina which failed. Robert 
also retained Termoli, securing the German victory.

In the Final, Robert placed Goering and the Ne-
belwerfer Brigade at Vesuvio to discourage a Salerno 
invasion and the 16th Panzer near Terracina. Tom’s 
Allies invaded at Naples with a 1-1 attack. A “6” roll 
would have destroyed the invasion; but instead, a 
good roll eliminated Goering. The Allies also crossed 
the Volturno on the coast on the Sep III invasion. The 
loss of Goering seriously hampered the Germans. The 
Allies invaded again on Nov II at Vasto, surrounding 
and destroying several strong divisions defending 
Termoli and getting a beachhead across the Sangro, 
which threatened Pescara. The Allied center push 

outflanked Cassino and Robert 
resigned, having never recovered 
from the opening gamble. 

Tom Oleson, WA

Top Laurelists
Robert Ryan, MI 204
Tom Oleson, WA 172
Paul Fletcher, CT 149
Mike Sincavage, VA 114
Stephen Likevich, OH 74
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 38
Robert Frisby, VA 30
Carl Walling, PA 30
Chris Harris, VA 25
Mike Scott, MD 21

2010 Results
Tom Oleson, WA
Robert Frisby, VA
Mike Scott, MD
O M. McCandless, LA
O Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
O Vince Meconi, DE

 Bob Ryan, MI

20   1991-2010

John Coussis, IL

Atlantic Storm (ACS)

The Final proved to be a venerable “Mur-
derer’s Row” of veteran sub chasers as Joel 

Tamburo, Keith Hunsinger, Jeff Heidman, Andy 
Gardner, and Tony Musella converged to try to 
prevent the lone surviving champion, GM John 
Coussis, from winning another title. 

It started well for Jeff as he took Convoy 
TM-1 on the first hand (only one VP, but an ex-
tra card, which on Turn 1 is nothing to sneeze 
at). Keith and Andy each snagged the next two 
Arctic convoys in air battles. Keith then made 
a big move on Hand 4 for Convoy ON-67 from 
the last position with Doenitz to change a sub 
battle to Combined and the Scharnhorst to 
pocket the convoy for himself. Keith then took 
his third convoy on the very next hand with 
a timely “6” roll. The game then settled into a 
cautious period with reluctance to put many 
points in play. 

The last hand proved pivotal due not to who 
won it, but who didn’t. A Combined battle was 
declared for SLS 64. Jeff started with a big (??+3) 
Allied play. Keith and John countered large for 
the Germans, but Andy took the prize with a big 
Bismarck roll—thus denying Jeff who came up two 
points shy. And so it was that Coussis claimed his 
second ACS title (and obligatory abuse from the 
CD with a final shot across the bow for pulling 
a “Coussis” by winning his own event) with 27 
points. Jeff’s 25 was second 
followed by Tony 17, Keith 
15, Andy 13 and Joel 11.

Top Laurelists
John Coussis, IL 152
Roy Gibson, MD 100
Scott Buckwalter, MD 96
Rob Winslow, NY 95
John Elliott, MD 84
Henry Richardson, VA 60
Bob Eastman, OK 60
Bruce Young, SC 52
Robert Barnes, WV 50
Ben Knight, MD 49

2010 Results
John Coussis, IL
Jeff Heidman, NY
Tony Musella, VA
Keith Hunsinger, OH
O Andy Gardner, VA
O Joel Tamburo, IL

 John Coussis, IL

138   1998-2010
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2010 Results
FirstPlace, ST
WoodWinner, ST
WoodWinner, ST
WoodWinner, ST
WoodWinner, ST
O Non-Wood, ST

 GameMaster, ST

##   1991-2010

Rob Kircher, RI

2010 Results
Rob Kircher, RI
Ken Gutermuth, NC
O David Brooks, TN
O Bruce Reiff, OH
O Vassili Kyrkos, NY
O Bob Wicks, CT

 Bruce Reiff, OH

36   1993-2010

Top Laurelists
Bruce Reiff, OH 76
Arthur Field, SC 50
George Sauer, OH 34
Steve Cuccaro, MD 32
Ken Gutermuth, NC 30
Jeff Mullett, OH 30
David Brooks, TN 28
Jon Lockwood, VA 22
Rob Kircher, RI 20
Mike Stanley, OH 20

Auction (AUC)

23 Auction buyers appeared for the first 
heat, coincidentally and conveniently 

scheduled right after the WBC auction. An-
other 13 players joined four returnees for Wednesday’s 
heat. Most notably, Bob Wicks showed his bona fides 
to host the event in 2011 by downing Euro shark/2007 
Caesar Raphael Lehrer, and in a showdown of former 
champs, David Brooks ended the title defense of Steve 
Cuccaro by punching his own ticket to advance.

Nine of the ten winners opted to continue so 
the semis took the form of three 3-player games 
with the best second place also advancing. Reiff 
‘ran out the clock’ with a print and tapestry set to 
win with $6820. Gutermuth dominated his board 
with Queen Anne and Tapestries to the tune of 
$8140. David Brooks won the third match with 
Queen Anne and cash. Rob Kircher was fortunate 
enough to have $150 more than Vassili Krykos and 
advanced from the loser’s bracket where he would 
face three former champions.

The fateful agreement was made to play the 
Final the next morning at 8. The Convention Direc-
tor, hearing this, talked Bruce into a 4:30 AM TV in-
terview. The final score reflected Bruce’s condition 
at the time and speaks well of our CD’s priorities. 
The only non-winner from the semis, Rob Kircher, 
added to his growing plaque collection by amass-
ing more than the other three combined when it 
counted with a Figurines, Miniatures 
and cash score of $8560. Ken had $3770, 
David $2030 and Bruce, who had to be 
awakened by the end, $1480.  

Attack Sub (ATS)

The pool included the usual ‘sharks’, 
but there were some ensigns too. Jim 

Doughan brought a young fleet in tow with 
him, and one of his sons would score more laurels 
than his dad. Five former champs were looking to 
improve their colors, including defending champ 
Bill Edwards seeking to pick up his brown belt.

Bill had his first scare in the second round 
against Keith Hunsinger. The good reverend made a 
successful attack, only to draw a dud! Bill then coun-
tered with an “automatic” attack that also drew a 
malfunction! Bill managed to repair his Polish sub in 
time to advance by replacing the screen doors. Main-
tenance problems seemed to be a recurring problem. 
Andy Lewis had three malfunctions and downed 
his system altogether on a repair attempt. Dennis 
Nicholson had seven in his third round game while 
his opponent had four. Reports that they actually 
battled it out in a pair of rowboats by chucking fish-
heads at one another are gaining credence.

Three former champs made it to the quarter-
finals and the cream would rise to the top as they 
finished 1-2-3. Bill’s title defense ended in the semi-
finals, a victim of an Emery torpedo. That set up a 
Mafia Final of frequent antagonists. The scenario 
choice was B with Bruce Young taking the surface 
command. He got off to a quick start sinking one of 
the Soviet subs, receiving a non-lethal hit in return. 

The damaged Virginia then sank 
the Skvortsov, giving Bruce his sec-
ond ATS title—some 17 years after 
the first!

Bruce Young, SC

Top Laurelists
Bill Edwards, VA 84
Daniel Hoffman, NC 52
David Sidelinger, CT 40
Kaarin Engelmann, VA 35
John Conlon, OK 33
Bruce Young, SC 32
Rob Schoenen, PA 32
Steve Caler, PA 32
Buck Karpowitz, DC 30
Brian Conlon, OK 28

2010 Results
Bruce Young, SC
John Emery, SC
O Bill Edwards, VA
O Stanley Buck, MD
O Andy Doughan, PA
O Andy Lewis, DE

 Steve Caler, PA

28   1991-2010
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